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Why Play is important and How It Develops. Is it a building block of development? Or 
time- wasting, frivolous fun? 
Play is so important to optimal child development that it is has been recognised by the 
United Nations High Commission for Human Rights as a right of every child. Play is not a 
luxury. Play is a necessity.



Despite the benefits of child centred play, free play has markedly reduced for many 
children. 

Play is important for healthy brain development, through play children engage and interact 
in the world around them. 



As they master their world, play helps children develop new competencies that lead to 
enhanced confidence and the resiliency they will need to face future challenges. 

Sometimes as adults our concerns can inhibit children’s play as children can give in to adult 
rules and concerns. 



Play is integral to the academic environment too. Play has been shown to enhance 
children’s school readiness, learning behaviours and problem-solving skills. Play is our 
brain’s favourite way of learning 



For most children play develops through a series on increasingly complex 
Play starts in a baby’s relationship with their body and the adults who love them- think of 
mimicking facial expressions, and sucking on toes, peek a boo and clapping hands 



Young toddlers,approximately birht - 2 years, experiment in solitary and onlooker play 
practising the skills they will need later in life and in more complex interactions 

Older toddlers engage in side-by-side or parallel play; This start approximately 18 months 
- 2 years. Children play next to each other but engaged in their own, increasingly fantasy-
play orientated, activities



Given time and practice, this play merges into associative play, 3 years old - 4 
years. Slowly they begin to increase their interactions through talking, borrowing 
and taking turns with toys 

In the later preschool years (and beyond) cooperative play becomes possible once 
children have acquired the key communication skills of talking and listening. 
We can see this type of play happening from approximately 4½ years. 



On that note we are going to take a look at our role in children's play - We need to provide: 
• Time for imaginative
• Provide Resources and props
• Storybook Reading or enacting
• Activities That Require Planning Games that foster self-regulation
• Encourage private speech
• Watch wait wonder
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For much of human history - until the second half of last century in fact - children’s 
play centred on the activity itself rather than an object. 

In the mid-1900’s toy companies began to advertise their toys on TV all year round. Almost 
overnight, children’s play became focused, as never before, on things - the toys themselves. 



During the second half of the 20th century came the commercialisation of child’s play - a 
trend which began to shrink the size of children’s imaginative space. 



In the second half of the 20th century parents became increasingly concerned about safety 
and were driven to create play environments that were secure and could not be penetrated 
by threats of the outside world and to enrich a child’s mind. 



Psychologists believe that these changes in what children do has also changed the 
development of children’s executive function. 



Executive function has a number of different elements but a central one is the ability to 
self-regulate. Kids with good self-regulation are able to control their emotions and 
behaviour, resist impulses and exert self-control and discipline. 



A recent study replicated a study of self-regulation first done in the late 1940s, in which 
children ages 3, 5 and 7 where asked to stand perfectly still. 



Poor executive function is associated with high dropout rates, drug use and crime. In fact, 
good executive function is a better predictor of success in school than a child’s IQ. Children 
who are able to manage their feelings and pay attention are better able to learn. 



One reason make-believe is such a powerful tool for building self-discipline is because 
during make-believe, children engage in what’s called private speech: They talk to 
themselves about what they are going to do and how they are going to do it. 
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